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Growth in Central Europe provided mixed messages in Q1 2016. The bright spots 
were Serbia, Romania and Croatia, which all surprised positively. On the other hand 
growth in Poland and Hungary was weaker than expected but still at a healthy pace. 
The main explanation behind disappointing data was weaker investment resulting 
from transitional period between the two EU budgets. Therefore we expect growth 
in general to bounce back and keep a solid pace in 2016/2017 (Figure 1). Recovery in 
domestic demand should continue, driven by expansionary fiscal policies, cheap and 
easily accessible credit and improving conditions within labour markets. Prospects 
for external demand have also improved somewhat recently. Most countries saw 
improving current accounts (Figure 2) and fiscal metrics that enabled them to engage 
is some sort of fiscal expansion (either through tax cuts or increasing social benefits). 
In all CEE3 countries we will have deterioration of budget deficits this year but it 
should be kept in control and remain under the 3% threshold. The situation is less 
clear for 2017, especially in Poland and Romania where governments have expanded 
expensive social spending significantly.

Rating agencies in general are moderately positive for the region with some 
countries already being upgraded (Hungary, Slovenia, Serbia) this year. We expect 
more upgrades in coming quarters. The improvement is attributable to better 
growth prospects and reduced external vulnerability. The exception here is Poland 
where S&P have downgraded it by two notches in January and Moody’s put it 
on negative watch in May (Figure 3). However, the changes were not driven by 
deterioration of fundamentals but rather by concerns about how the political 
backdrop might influence checks and balances in the system and thus investors’ 
confidence going forward. Another country that was downgraded was Croatia, but 
given positive growth developments this year there should be no more negative 
rating actions. 

CENTRAL EUROPE: FISCAL POLICY TO TAKE OVER 
 – The CEE EU region began 2016 with mixed results for Q1, but overall growth for the region 
should be solid. 

 – As the Central Bank’s policies seem to have less influence on the real economy, governments 
have opted to boost consumption by fiscal expansion.

 – Inflation is not an issue for the time being, but with growth above potential for some time now, 
output gaps may be closing fast.

Source: Thomson Reuters DatastreamSource: Consensus Economics, Aviva Investors

Figure 1: Q1 GDP actual GDP growth vs forecast Figure 2: Current accounts in the CEE region 
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Central Banks in the region changed their stance from dovish to neutral in 
general. Inflation troughed some time ago but is picking up more slowly than 
expected mainly due to another leg down in oil prices at the beginning of this 
year. Core inflation is in stable for the time being. Wage growth has finally picked 
up, but is still at a moderate pace (but higher in Romania and Hungary). (Figure 
4). The Polish Central Bank will likely stay on hold for a prolonged period of time, 
at least until the end of 2017. Further easing here cannot be excluded but is a less 
likely scenario and would require a tangible deterioration in economic activity. The 
Hungarian Central Bank has ended the easing cycle, leaving rates at 0.9% and has 
already started to unwind some of its unconventional measures. However, given 
weak growth dynamics, more unorthodox measures cannot be ruled out. The Czech 
Bank will want to stick to its EURCZK target until 2017 but we doubt it will be able 
to, given very solid Czech fundamentals. The Romanian Central Bank seems to be 
an outlier, delivering more hawkish rhetoric, but we think it’s also unlikely to act 
(raise rates) pre-emptively unless there are clear signs of the economy overheating. 
Nevertheless the Romanian Central Bank may be the first to raise rate in the CEE 
region. Against the backdrop of Central Banks more likely to err on the dovish side, 
it should be of note that growth in the CEE-EU countries has been, for some time 
now, above potential and that the negative output gap is closing relatively fast. 
Were the impact of global deflationary forces to wane over time, inflation could 
come back faster than currently anticipated. 

Politically the region seems stable with parliamentary elections in most countries 
mainly complete. Exceptions are Romania and Croatia. In the latter we have just had 
the collapse of the ruling coalition and new elections are likely to be announced in 
September. In Romania planned parliamentary elections are due in November, but 
we do not forecast any radical change of course for the country. 

The biggest external risk for the region comes from Brexit. Any risk-off environment 
will hurt local economies and especially investors’ confidence, but most of the 
countries have tight trade links with UK and are among biggest beneficiaries of  
EU funds. 

Source: Thomson Reuters DatastreamSource: S&P, Moody’s, Fitch 

Figure 3: Sovereign credit ratings Figure 4: Wage growth yoy
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